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Driver-Automation Cooperation Oriented Approach
for Shared Control of Lane Keeping Assist Systems

Chouki Sentouh, Anh-Tu Nguyen, Mohamed Amir Benloucif, Jean-Christophe Popieul

Abstract—This paper presents a novel shared control concept
for lane keeping assist (LKA) systems of intelligent vehicles.
The core idea is to combine system perception with robust
control so that the proposed strategy can successfully share the
control authority between human drivers and the LKA system.
This shared control strategy is composed of two parts, namely
operational part and tactical part. Two local optimal-based
controllers with two predefined objectives (i.e. lane keeping and
conflict management) are designed in the operational part. The
control supervisor in the tactical part aims to provide a decision-
making signal which allows for a smooth transition between two
local controllers. The control design is based on a human-in-
the-loop vehicle system to improve the mutual driver-automation
understanding, thus reducing or avoiding the conflict. The closed-
loop stability of the whole driver-vehicle system can be rigorously
guaranteed using Lyapunov stability argument. In particular, the
control design is formulated as an LMI optimization which can
be easily solved with numerical solvers. The effectiveness of the
proposed shared control method is clearly demonstrated through
various hardware experiments with human drivers.

Index Terms—Shared control, advanced driver assistance sys-
tems, human-in-the-loop control, vehicle control, control author-
ity transition, linear matrix inequality (LMI).

I. INTRODUCTION

Driving is a dangerous activity and the damages caused by
road accidents have serious consequences for individuals and
the society [1], [2]. The failure of human driver’s performance
(e.g. due to inattention, drowsiness, illness) remains one of
the most important causes of accidents [1], [3]. Therefore,
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) have become the
focus of intensive investigations conducted in both academic
and industry settings [4]–[6]. These systems aim to assist
drivers by enhancing their sensing ability, warning in case of
human errors, and reducing the driver’s workload [5]. They
adopt multiple forms and can be categorized according to
the level of automation, the interaction with human drivers,
and so forth [1], [7]. Although technological advances have
been significantly made to improve the performance of ADAS,
the control issue of active safety systems being able to share
the driving responsibility with human drivers still remains
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challenging [5], [8]–[10]. Most of existing works have mainly
focused on the automatic control of ADAS without paying
special attention on the driver’s control actions [6]. However,
these latter can be appeared as a destabilizing part of the
vehicle system [11]. Note also that the integration of a new
assistance system into the vehicle could have negative impacts
on driver’s safety and comfort unless it is incorporated to work
jointly with human drivers [9].

This paper is concerned with the shared steering control
of a lane keeping assist (LKA) system in highway driving
conditions. Using a vision system to track the road markings,
such an assistance system can estimate the vehicle lateral
position with respect to (w.r.t.) the road centerline; at the same
time it can continuously interact with human drivers for driving
automation. The concept of driver-automation shared control
means that both driving actors should have simultaneously the
vehicle control via the steering wheel so that the human driver
may express his/her control intentions in a way that either
overrides the automation or conforms to it [9], [12], [13]. This
approach has demonstrated many benefits like improving the
driving performance and reducing the driver’s control effort
[13]. Note that the need for an active coordination of control
authority between human drivers and the automation in the
control framework of LKA systems has been recognized in
[7], [9], [14]. However, up to now, shared steering control
which can adaptively modify the control authority allocation
between human drivers and the LKA system according to the
driving conditions is still open due to the complex human-
machine interaction involved in the design procedure.

Steering wheel angle has been considered as the control
input in most of existing works, for instance [15]–[18]. In
general, the resulting control methods offer a good robust-
ness performance because the nonlinearities of steering sys-
tem can be easily compensated [16], [19], [20]. However,
these methods do not allow for a possible intervention of
driver’s actions which are considered as system disturbances.
Therefore, shared driving concept cannot be achieved with
such controllers. In [19], a combined automatic lane-keeping
and driver’s steering using a two-degrees-of-freedom control
strategy has been proposed. There is no need for on/off
switching strategy and the control loop is always active to
guarantee either manual or automatic steering mode. However,
this control strategy can only guarantee either manual or
automatic steering modes without any possibility for driver-
automation cooperation. Shared control approaches have been
developed in the framework of intelligent vehicles [8], [10],
[21]. In these works, the control design is based on a simple
static lane-keeping driver model [10], [21], or the degree of
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cooperation is quantified by quadratic optimization criteria
[8]. Note that no real-time information on driver’s behaviors
under unpredictable driving environment has been considered
in [8]. Hence, the conflict issue between human drivers and the
LKA system seems hard to be solved for general situations.
Using the steer-by-wire technology, a model predictive control
framework for shared control has been recently presented
in [22] where the control objective of matching the driver’s
steering angle is opposed to other ones such as vehicle stability
and obstacle avoidance. In particular, the final control authority
is always given to the LKA system and the driver cannot
overrule it.

In order to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks of
existing shared control methods for LKA systems, we propose
to take into account in the control design not only the
driver’s behaviors (via modeling and measurements) but also
the vehicle environment perception. As will be shown, an
appropriate integration of such information is crucial to deal
with the challenging human-machine conflict issue. Inspired
by the concept of multiple controller switching [23], the new
shared control method is able to meet several conflicting
specifications, namely vehicle stability and tracking perfor-
mance; damping compensation; and conflict minimization.
To achieve this goal, the proposed shared control paradigm,
called two-level cooperative control scheme, is composed of
two hierarchical parts: tactical part and operational part. The
control supervisor in the tactical part aims at orchestrating a
smooth control authority transition between human drivers and
the LKA system. For the supervisor design, we fully exploit
the information from: (i) the driver monitoring system (for
driver state evaluation) [24], [25], and (ii) the vehicle vision
system (for environment perception and risk evaluation). The
operational part aims to compute directly the assistance actions
of the LKA system. This part is composed of two local
optimal-based controllers which are linked each other via a
smooth transition signal provided by the tactical part. Based
on a human-in-the-loop vehicle (HiLV) model, the feedback
gains of both controllers are designed using Lyapunov stability
argument. This not only guarantees rigorously the closed-loop
stability, but also improves the mutual understanding between
human drivers and the LKA system. In particular, the control
design is cast as an LMI (linear matrix inequality) optimization
which is easily solved with numerical solvers [26].

The novel feature of the proposed shared control method
relies on the combination of system perception (from the
tactical part) and robust control approach (from the operational
part). This outstanding feature offers an effective solution
for the shared steering control issue. As a consequence, the
developed LKA system can adaptively assist human drivers ac-
cording to their real-time driving activities and the driving risk
evaluation to avoid/minimize the driver-automation conflict.
The effectiveness of the proposed method has been clearly
demonstrated through various experimental tests conducted on
the SHERPA dynamic driving simulator with human drivers.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses on
the modeling and the experimental validation of a human-
in-the-loop vehicle model used for the control design. The
proposed shared control method is detailed in Section III.

Experimental results with various driving scenarios and several
human drivers are shown in Section V. Section VI provides
some concluding remarks.

Notation. For a matrix M , M> denotes its transpose.
For a square matrix X , X > 0 means that X is positive
definite, and He(X) = X+X>. I denotes the identity matrix
of appropriate dimensions. Given square matrices X1, X2,
we denote diag(X1, X2) the n × n diagonal block matrix
with Xi on the ith diagonal entry. The symbol ∗ stands for
matrix blocks that can be deduced by symmetry; for in-line
expressions it indicates the transpose of the terms on its left
side. Arguments will be omitted when their meaning is clear.

II. VEHICLE AND DRIVER MODELING

This section presents briefly the modeling of the road-
vehicle system and the driver’s behaviors for shared lateral
control purposes. The vehicle notation is given in Table I.

TABLE I
VEHICLE NOMENCLATURE.

Notation Description
m mass of vehicle [kg]
Cf/Cr cornering stiffness of the front/rear tires [N/rad]
Iz moment inertia about the yaw axis [kgm2]
lf/lr distances of the front/rear tire from CG [m]
lw lateral wind force impact distance [m]
lp look-ahead distance [m]
fw lateral wind force [N]
vx/vy vehicle longitudinal/lateral speed [m/s]
β vehicle sideslip angle [rad]
r vehicle yaw rate [rad/s]
ψL relative yaw angle [rad]
yL lateral offset from the centerline [m]
δd steering wheel angle at the column system [rad]
Js moment of inertia of the steering system [kgm2]
Bs damping coefficient of the steering system [Nm/rad/s]
Rs reduction ratio of the steering system [-]
ηt width of the tire contact [m]
Ta/Td/Ts assistance/driver/self-aligning torque [Nm]

Fig. 1. Lateral vehicle behavior modeling.

A. Road-Vehicle Control-Based Model

In this work, the vehicle lateral dynamics is represented
by the well-known bicycle model [19], [27], see Fig. 1.
This model is directly derived from the nonlinear four-wheels
vehicle system [27] while assuming: (i) the dynamics of the
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vehicle speed vx and the aerodynamic forces are neglected; (ii)
the lateral tire forces are proportional to the slip angles of each
axle; (iii) the small angle assumption is considered. Note that
these assumptions are appropriate for highway driving under
mild acceleration conditions and have been widely adopted
for lateral control [3], [19], [27] and shared lateral control [8],
[21]. The vehicle lateral dynamics can be given by[

β̇
ṙ

]
=

[
a11 a12

a21 a22

] [
β
r

]
+

[
b1
b2

]
δ +

[
e1

e2

]
fw (1)

where β is the sideslip angle at the center of gravity (CG),
r is the yaw rate, and fw denotes the lateral wind force. The
matrix elements in (1) are defined as follows:

a11 = −2 (Cr + Cf )

mvx
, a12 =

2 (lrCr − lfCf )

mv2
x

− 1

a21 =
2 (lrCr − lfCf )

Iz
, a22 = −

2
(
l2rCr + l2fCf

)
Izvx

b1 =
2Cf
mvx

b2 =
2lfCf
Iz

, e1 =
1

mvx
, e2 =

lw
Iz
.

Remark 1. Note that besides the wind effects, other sources
of disturbances affecting the vehicle dynamics can be en-
countered in practice such as the road crown (sloping to
one side), or the superelevation (banking in turns). However,
these disturbances can be dealt with by the proposed robust
controller in the same way as the lateral wind force.

For lane keeping control, the vehicle positioning on the
road must be studied, see Fig. 1. To this end, the following
dynamics of two supplementary variables provided by the
vehicle vision system, namely lateral deviation error yL and
heading error ψL, are incorporated into (1):

ẏL = βvx + lpr + ψLvx, ψ̇L = r − ρrvx (2)

where ρr is the road curvature defined as ρr = 1/Rr, with
Rr the curvature radius. Note that the above dynamics of
yL and ψL have been considered in various control contexts
of intelligent vehicles with experimental validations, see for
instance [3], [8], [21].

To quantify the driver’s feeling w.r.t. the feedback torque
provided by the LKA system, the following steering system
is also integrated into vehicle system [3]:

Jsδ̈d +Buδ̇d +Ksδd = Td + Ta − Ts (3)

where the expression of the self-aligning torque is given by

Ts = −2Cfηt
Rs

β − 2lfCfηt
Rsvx

r +
2Cfηt
R2
s

δd

From (1), (2) and (3), the road-vehicle model used for control
purposes can be represented in the following form:

ẋv = Avxv +Bvuuv +Bvww (4)

where xv =
[
β r ψL yL δd δ̇d

]>
is the vehicle state,

w =
[
fw ρr

]>
is the disturbance vector, and the control

input uv is composed by the assistance and driver torques
uv = Ta + Td. The system matrices of (4) are given by

Av =


a11 a12 0 0 b1/Rs 0
a21 a22 0 0 b2/Rs 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
vx lp vx 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
a61 a62 0 0 a65 a66

 , Bvu =


0
0
0
0
0

1/Js



B>vw =

[
e1 e2 0 0 0 0
0 0 −vx 0 0 0

]
, a61 =

2Cfηt
RsJs

a62 =
2Cf lfηt
RsvxJs

, a65 =
−2Cfηt
R2
sJs

, a66 =
−Bu
Js

.

B. Simplified Driver Model

It has been shown that for driving tasks, the driver is
guided on the road by looking at two specific points called
near point and far point [28]–[30], see Fig. 2. The near
point corresponding to the lane centerline at a short distance
ahead of the vehicle, which represents the perception of
the mid-position between both lane edges. The driver tracks
the far point when negotiating bends. These points can be
characterized by two visual angles θnear and θfar which rep-
resent respectively the driver’s compensatory and anticipatory
behaviors [30]. Several two-level driver models (i.e. using both
θnear and θfar) have been derived and their effectiveness
has been also demonstrated by behavioral studies, see for
instance [29]–[33]. In particular, based on driving simulator
experiments performed with several participants, the authors
in [31] have concluded that a two-level driver model can be
used to reproduce driver’s behaviors, and this kind of model
is appropriate for the purposes of shared steering control.

A time-delay based driver model using both visual and
kinesthetic perceptions has been well established in [34].
However, this model would to be too complex for a possi-
ble integration of driver’s behaviors into the control design
procedure. In what follows, a simplified version of this two-
level driver model will be used for control purposes. The block
diagram of the two-point visual anticipatory and compensatory
driver model considered in this work is depicted in Fig. 3 and
the corresponding system dynamics is given by

ẋd = Adxd +Bdud, yd = Cdxd (5)

where the state vector is defined as xd =
[
xd1 xd2

]>
. The

state xd1 is related to the compensatory control block in Fig. 3.
This internal state can be interpreted as the driver’s perception
of the steering wheel correction to be done in a near future by
considering the variation of the near visual angle θnear. The
second state xd2 is the driver torque, i.e. xd2 = Td. The input
vector ud =

[
θnear θfar

]>
of (5) is detailed later, and the

output is yd = Td. The system matrices in (5) are defined as

Ad =

[
− 1
Ti

0
1

TnTi
− 1
Tn

]
, Bd =

[
(Tl−Ti)Kc

Ti
0

−TlKcTiTn
Ka
Tn

]
(6)

where Tl and Ti are respectively the lead and lag time
constants of the compensatory control block in Fig. 3. The
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Fig. 2. Visual angles for anticipatory and compensatory driving tasks.

driver’s neuromuscular lag time constant is denoted by Tn. The
gains Ka and Kc represent respectively the visual anticipatory
control and the visual compensatory control. The details on the
simplified driver model (5) and the physical interpretation of
its parameters in (6) can be found in [34].

Remark 2. Thank to its capacity to integrate both anticipatory
and compensatory control features, the driver model (5)-(6) is
able to reproduce the steering behaviors of human drivers in
normal driving conditions (such as highway driving) despite
the variation of vehicle speed, see [35] for more details. Note
that a similar driver model has been also employed in [8] for
another shared control context with experimental validation.
However, for more agressive driving situations in rural and
extra-urban areas, further studies on the driver modeling would
be required.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the two-level driver model.

C. Human-in-the-Loop Vehicle Model

The HiLV model is obtained by incorporating (5) into (4).
To do that, explicit expressions of θnear and θfar are required.
The near visual angle can be expressed by

θnear = yd/ld, ld = vxTp (7)

where ld is the look-ahead distance to the near point and Tp
is the driver preview time. The lateral deviation error yd at the
look-ahead distance ld is given by

yd = yL + (ld − lp)ψL (8)

It follows easily from (7) and (8) that

θnear =
yL
vxTp

+

(
1− lp

vxTp

)
ψL (9)

The second input θfar of (5) represents the angle between
the vehicle heading direction and the tangent point. When the
driver tracks the far point at a distance Lf , the road curvature
predicted by the driver is given by

ρtp = r/vx + Lf ṙ/v
2
x

where the yaw acceleration ṙ is expressed as follows:

ṙ = a21β + a22r + b2δd.

At the tangent point ρtp = 1/Rtp, one can be approximated
as θfar = Lf/Rtp, see Fig. 2. Then, it follows that

θfar = θ1β + θ2r + θ3δd (10)

where θ1 = τ2
aa21, θ2 = τa + τ2

aa22 and θ3 = τ2
ab2/Rs.

Note that the time to tangent point1 τa = Lf/vx represents
the driver’s anticipatory time w.r.t. the tangent point.

It follows from (9) and (10) that

ud =
[
θnear θfar

]>
= Cxv

C =

[
0 0 1− lp

vxTp
1

vxTp
0 0

θ1 θ2 0 0 θ3 0

]
(11)

From (4), (5), (9) and (10), the control-based HiLV model can
be rewritten in the following form:

ẋ = Ax+Buu+Bww (12)

where the augmented state vector and the control input are
respectively x =

[
xv xd

]>
and u = Ta. The system matrices

of (12) are given by

A =

[
Av BvCd
BdC Ad

]
, Bu =

[
Bv
0

]
, Bw =

[
Bvw

0

]
.

Note that the integration of the driver model (5) into the
road-vehicle system (4) allows for a possible consideration of
some a priori information on the driver’s driving style such
as the preview time Tp, and the time to tangent point τa.
This consideration is particularly interesting w.r.t. the human-
machine cooperation issue from the point of view of automatic
control design. Indeed, the resulting controller will be able to
guarantee a desired driving task without rejecting the driver
actions, thus the conflict issue is effectively managed.

D. Driver-Vehicle Model Validation

In the sequel, some highlights on the identification of the
driver model (5) and the real-time validation of the HiLV
system are given. The identification is performed in two phases
for simplicity as in [34]. Since τa appears independently in
(10), the first phase is thus to determine the value of τa
from the vehicle data β, r, δd and θfar using the well-known
least squares method. Then, in the second phase other driver

1When the vehicle is on a straight road section, Lf is large andRtp → ∞,
then the far visual angle is zero. During the curve negotiation, Lf becomes
constant according to the radius of road curvature.
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Fig. 4. Satory test track with various levels of road curvature.

parameters are identified with the prediction error method [36].
For that, the driver model (5) is rewritten as follows:

ẋd = Adxd + B̃dũd, ũd =
[
ψL yL θfar

]>
where

B̃d =

 (Tl−Ti)Kc
Ti

(
1− lp

vxTp

)
(Tl−Ti)Kc
TivxTp

0

−TlKc
TiTn

(
1− lp

vxTp

)
−TlKc
TiTnvxTp

Ka
Tn

 .
The parameter vector $ =

[
Tl Ti Ka Kc Tn Tp

]>
of

the driver model can be identified using the command pem in
the Matlab System Identification toolbox.

The identification of the driver parameters has been done
with the data of 9 participants who were invited to drive the
SHERPA simulator (see Section V) on the Satory test track
(about 2.3 [km] long) depicted in Fig. 4 with a fixed speed
vx = 20 [m/s], i.e. the nominal speed of (4). This real-world
test track is decomposed into 14 curves of radius ranging
from 50 [m] to 500 [m] which provides rich input signals for
the identification. The identification results for the considered
set of drivers are given in Table II. We can observe that the
driver parameters for 9 participants are quite similar with an
average fit ratio of 85%. The same remarks can be made for
the identification results obtained with vx = 15 [m/s] and
vx = 25 [m/s], which are not shown here for brevity. For
control design, the average values of driver parameters of 9
participants will be used as the nominal ones.

TABLE II
IDENTIFICATION RESULTS OF DRIVER PARAMETERS.

Param. Tl Ti Ka Kc Tn Tp τa Fit %
Driver 1 2.31 0.12 16.38 7.85 0.1 0.81 1.06 86.22
Driver 2 1.20 0.11 16.09 6.43 0.09 0.90 1.02 76.38
Driver 3 1.51 0.15 15.75 8.57 0.12 0.89 1.10 89.85
Driver 4 1.39 0.33 15.51 5.87 0.11 0.62 0.98 86.81
Driver 5 1.93 0.21 15.44 7.21 0.12 0.72 0.98 86.38
Driver 6 1.69 0.24 14.67 5.61 0.11 0.84 1.19 90.56
Driver 7 1.67 0.17 15.04 6.15 0.09 0.66 1.02 85.22
Driver 8 1.17 0.18 15.98 5.79 0.12 0.79 1.12 90.38
Driver 9 1.27 0.14 16.45 8.03 0.11 0.85 0.99 84.53
Average 1.57 0.18 15.70 6.83 0.11 0.79 1.05 86.26
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Fig. 5. Experimental validation of driver-vehicle model using Satory test
track with variable vehicle speed. Comparison of vehicle responses between
SHERPA data (solid line) and HiLV model (12) (dash line): (a) vehicle speed;
(b) driver torque with model fit=85%; (c) far angle with model fit=72%; (d)
near angle with model fit=71%; (e) yaw rate with model fit=75%; (f) sideslip
angle with model fit=68%.

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of system responses2 between
the results obtained with the SHERPA simulator and the mod-
els given in (4), (5), (9) and (10) for a variable speed profile
and a new driver who is not in the set of 9 participants for
identification. To cover the most significative road curvatures,
the corresponding driving scenario used for this validation
starts at the beginning of the curve C8 and stops at the end
of the curve C4 of the Satory test track in Fig. 4. Observe
that the responses of (4), (5), (9) and (10) are highly close to
the behaviors of the SHERPA simulator. Therefore, the HiLV
model (12) can be clearly exploited for control purposes.

III. COOPERATIVE CONTROL STRATEGY AND SUPERVISOR
DESIGN FOR SHARED CONTROL AUTHORITY

This section provides a description on the proposed cooper-
ative strategy for shared lateral control. To this end, the control
problem is first formulated. Some details on the design of the
control supervisor will be also discussed.

A. Problem Statement and Control Goals

We propose here a novel shared control strategy for a LKA
system with the following closed-loop specifications.

(i) Stability and tracking performance. The controller must
guarantee the closed-loop stability of the HiLV system
while minimizing the lane tracking error.

(ii) Damping compensation. When the driver releases the
steering wheel without applying any torque, the vibration
in resonance response of vehicle may occur. Then, the
controller must be capable of attenuating this vibration
effect to improve driving comfort.

(iii) Conflict minimization. The LKA system can share the
control authority with human drivers according to their
real-time driving activity to manage the conflict issue.

2For brevity, we provide only some significative variables representing both
vehicle response and driver’s behaviors (i.e. θnear and θfar) in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of the proposed two-level cooperative control scheme.

Since the above requirements are conflicting, the use of a
single linear time-invariant controller could be unsuitable.
To overcome that, a new control strategy inspired by the
concept of multiple controller switching [23] is proposed.
Besides performance improvement, this concept provides also
an effective control mechanism to deal with complex systems
subject to modeling uncertainty [37] such as the HiLV model
(12). For its realization, we propose a two-level cooperative
control strategy whose structure is depicted in Fig. 6. This
control strategy is composed of two following levels.

1) Operational Level: This level consists of two local
controllers, namely automatic lane keeping (ALK) controller
and combined automation-driver (CAD) controller. These are
respectively dedicated to two different control goals: lane
tracking and management of conflict issue. Especially, the
CAD controller allows the driver to have full control authority
when s/he desires to realize some specific driving maneuvers.

2) Tactical Level: This level aims to orchestrate the smooth
control authority transition between two local controllers of the
operational level to perform a given task. The tactical level is
composed of two modules: driver monitoring system (DMS)
and decision making algorithm (DMA).

Hereafter, the design of the supervisor of the tactical level is
presented. The integration of this original supervisor into the
control design procedure characterizes the human-automation
oriented design feature of the proposed shared control method.

B. Supervisor Design for Shared Control Authority

The supervisor plays a strategic role in coordinating the
ALK and the CAD controllers to perform a given driving
task. This aims to provide a weighting signal which represents
the information not only on the driver’s state but also on the
driving environment perception. Then, this signal will be used
to unify two local controllers of the operational level.

1) Decision Making Algorithm: This decision algorithm
allows for a smooth transition between the ALK and the CAD
controllers according to different driving circumstances. It is
designed by exploiting the information from three units: Driver
monitoring system, Risk evaluation, and Conflict detection.

a) Driver Monitoring System: This system has been the
topic of intensive investigations in recent years [24], [25].
Here, we only highlight its main components that have been
designed for the SHERPA driving simulator, see Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Driver monitoring system from Continental company.

The DMS guarantees that the driver is not drowsy, and s/he
is fully aware of the driving situation. It is also used to verify
if the driver is currently watching the road, even though s/he
is not actively involved in the driving task. In the case where
the driver state from the DMS is not OK, an alarm process is
systematically activated. The information from the DMS is of
crucial importance to the transition mechanism between two
local controllers. Indeed, this allows the driver to regain the
vehicle control when a mandatory authority transition from the
automation to the driver is required. Specifically, two following
DMS indicators are used for the supervisor design.
(i) Driver Drowsiness Monitoring (DDM). This indicator
indicates if there is a problem of driver’s vigilance
• DDM = 0 if the driver is watchful,
• DDM = 1 if the driver is slightly drowsy,
• DDM = 2 if the driver is drowsy,
• DDM = 3 if the driver is sleepy.

The reliability of this indicator is quantified by the driver
drowsiness monitoring valid, i.e. 0 ≤ DDMv ≤ 100%.
When DDMv ≥ 80% (threshold determined empirically), the
information given by the DDM is considered as valid, which
means that DDMv is OK. However, when DDMv < 80%
(i.e. DDMv is not OK), this is not considered. The binary
value of DDM , denoted by DDMb, constituting a decision
on the driver drowsiness state is defined as follows:

DDMb =

{
0, if DDM < 2
1, if DDM ≥ 2

(13)

(ii) Driver Inattention Monitoring (DIM). This indicator in-
dicates if the driver is inattentive (OFF Road=1) or not (ON
Road=0). The visual distraction level of drivers is nonlinear by
its nature [38], as it increases exponentially with time when the
driver looks away from the road scene, but decreases nearly
instantaneously when s/he refocuses on the visual field of the
road. For the studied Continental DMS, this behavior of driver
distraction is modelled as follows:

DIMc =
1

1 + e−a(b·T ·DIM−c) (14)

where T is the duration in which the DIM is activated
(DIM = 1), i.e. the driver is inattentive. Note that if T > 2s,
then the driver is considered as distracted [2]. Hence, the
values of a, b and c in (14) has been chosen to guarantee that
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the convergence rate of DIMc is 3s to avoid a false alarm on
the detection of driver distraction.

Two outputs DDMb and DIMc of the DMS are used
to manage the control authority transition between two local
controllers via the driver state monitoring variable DSM :

DSM = DIMc + (1−DIMc)
(

1− e−
DDMb
ε

)
(15)

where ε = 0.1 is a tuning parameter. Remark from (15) that
in the case of driver’s hypovigilance (i.e. DDMb = 1), DSM
becomes systematically 1. This means that a problem on the
driver’s state is detected. Moreover, if there is no problem
of driver’s hypovigilance (i.e. DDMb = 0), only DIMc is
considered in the variable DSM .
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Fig. 8. Experimental validation on performance of driver monitoring obtained
with Continental driver monitoring system.

The experimental results on the performance of driver mon-
itoring obtained with Continental driver monitoring system is
depicted in Fig. 8. This is confirmed by the results in Fig. 8-a
indicating the information on DIMc computed from DIM
and the driver’s off-road duration T , see Fig. 8-b. Remark
that DIMc tends to 1 whenever T > 3s. The information on
DDMb defined in (13) is represented in Fig. 8-c. Finally, the
corresponding result of DSM shown in Fig. 8-d represents
clearly its relationship with DIMc and DDMb given in (15).

b) Risk Evaluation: This unit provides to the DMA an
evaluation on the risk of lane departure. It takes into account
the constraints related to the vehicle positioning and heading.
At each time sample, the vehicle front-wheel positions yll and
yrr, and the relative yaw angle ψL are computed from the
location of the center of gravity using the kinematic formulas
for the left and right lane boundaries [39]:

yll = ygl − lf sinψL −
Sb
2

cosψL ≥ 0

yrr = ygr + lf sinψL −
Sb
2

cosψL ≥ 0 (16)

with

ygl = L/2− (yL − lpψL), ygr = L/2 + (yL − lpψL)(17)

where L is the lane width and Sb is the length of vehicle axles.
Since ψL is small, by substituting (17) into (16), it follows that

−L− Sb
2

≤ yL + (lf − lp)ψL ≤
L− Sb

2
(18)

From (9) and (18), the limit of θnear can be easily obtained
as |θnear| ≤ θlim where

θlim =
L− Sb
2vxTp

+

(
1− lf

vxTp

)
|ψL lim| .

The risk is evaluated by θlim which is based on the heading
error limit ψL lim. Road accident data have shown that most
of the run-off-road accidents start with ψL lim = 5◦ [39].

c) Conflict Detection: The time indicator index repre-
senting the sharing quality in terms of conflict management
between the driver and the LKA system can be defined by
their torque product as follows:

I = TdTa (19)

Note that a negative value of I in (19) indicates that the LKA
system is in a conflicting situation with the human driver.

2) Smooth Control Authority Transition: Based on the
above information on the driver state monitoring, the risk
evaluation, and the conflict index, the indicator signal orches-
trating the smooth transition between the ALK and the CAD
controllers is designed as follows:

σd =

 0 if (DSM = 1) ∨ ((|θnear| ≥ θlim) ∧ (I ≥ λ))
1 if (DSM = 0)∧

((|θnear| < θlim) ∨ ((|θnear| ≥ θlim) ∧ (I < λ)))
(20)

where λ is the maximal level of negative interference between
the driver and the LKA system. In this paper, based on the
hand stiffness feeling of the driver, the value of λ = −2
is experimentally identified. Remark from (20) that σd = 0
(corresponding to the ALK controller) when the driver’s
distraction/drowsiness is detected by the DMS, or in the case
where the risk from the driving environment is high. One has
σd = 1 (corresponding to the CAD controller) when the driver
is watchful, not distracted and correctly steers the vehicle, or
when a conflicting situation is detected. It is important to note
that the ALK controller is systematically activated after 0.8s
(i.e. the average reaction time of drivers) from the moment
where the haptic interface system does not detect the presence
of at least one driver’s hand on the steering wheel.

Note that the hard switching function (20) could result
in undesirable chattering phenomena when the switching fre-
quency between two local controllers is important. Hence, a
low-pass filter is used to smooth out the transition signal σd

σ(s)

σd(s)
=

1

1 + τσs
(21)

where τσ = 0.8s is the driver’s response time. The switching
law (20)-(21) allows for a smooth control authority transition
between two local controllers to improve the driving comfort.

Assume that the ALK (respectively CAD) controller pro-
vides an amount of assistance torque Ta1 (respectively Ta2).
Using the smooth transition law (20)-(21), the unified control
action of these two controllers is given by

u = Ta = α1Ta1 + α2Ta2 (22)
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where α1 = 1 − σ and α2 = σ, thus α1 + α2 = 1. Remark
from (22) that the input Ta of (12) corresponds to a convex
combination of Ta1 and Ta2. Thus, the basic idea behind the
proposed authority transition strategy can be interpreted as a
weighting approach of steering assistance torques orchestrated
by the smooth signal σ in (20)-(21).

IV. OPTIMAL-BASED CONTROL DESIGN

This section presents the design of both ALK and CAD con-
trollers of the operational level. To this end, the performance
output of the driver-vehicle system (12) is first defined. Then,
an optimal-based control procedure is detailed.

A. Characterization of Closed-loop Performance

The performance of the control law (22) strongly depends
on the definition of the performance variable. An appropriate
definition of this variable for each local controller (ALK or
CAD) has a key role to achieve the control goals defined in
Section III. To this end, let us consider the HiLV model (12)
with its performance vector of the following form:

ẋ = Ax+Buu+Bww

zα = Cαx+Dαu+ Eαw (23)

where the time-varying performance matrices are defined as

zα = α1z1 + α2z2, Cα = α1C1 + α2C2

Dα = α1D1 + α2D2, Eα = α1E1 + α2E2 (24)

To be comply with the control expression (22), the perfor-
mance matrices in (24) with the index 1 (respectively 2)
corresponds to the ALK controller (respectively the CAD
controller). In the sequel, we show how to characterize the
closed-loop performance via the definition of the performance
matrices Ci, Di and Ei with i = 1, 2.

To improve the interaction between human drivers and
the LKA system, the performance variable should represent
the lane tracking performance, the driving comfort, and the
interference level indicating the quality of shared steering
control. For that, this variable can be in the form

zi =Wiy, i = 1, 2 (25)

where

Wi = diag
(
Wiay ,Wiψ̇L

,Wiθnear ,Wiθfar ,Wiδ̇d
,Wi∆T

)
y =

[
ay ψ̇L θnear θfar δ̇d Td − λcTa

]>
.

The weighting matrices W1 and W2 are tuned according to
the control objectives of each local controller. The form of the
performance variable zi in (25) deserves particular attention.
• The tracking performance is represented by θnear in (9)
(weighted by Wiθnear ) whereas θfar in (10) (weighted by
Wiθfar ) provides the driver’s anticipatory behavior.
• The driving comfort is represented by the lateral accelera-
tion ay (weighted by Wiay ) and the relative yaw rate ψ̇L to
the target line (weighted by Wiψ̇L

). The introduction of δ̇d
(weighted by Wiδ̇d

) guarantees a desired steering comfort and
improves the vehicle damping response.

• The conflict between the LKA system and the human driver
can be characterized by (Td − λcTa) which is weighted by
Wi∆T . As will be seen later, this torque quantity allows for a
quadratic performance index including the following term:

W 2
i∆T (Td − λcTa)2 = W 2

i∆T (T 2
d + λ2

cT
2
a − 2λcTdTa).(26)

For some scalar λc > 0, a necessary condition to minimize
the cost in (26) is to guarantee the positivity of the torque
product TaTd. This allows to avoid the conflicting situation
between the driver and the LKA system, see Section III-B.
Moreover, the conflict level between two driving actors can be
evaluated by the driver’s feeling of resistance torque coming
from the assistance. Remark from (26) that the introduction
of λc offers a degree of freedom to penalize the generation of
opposite assistance torque. Therefore, the effects of negative
interference can be minimized. Furthermore, this also provides
more control authority to the driver to perform some specific
driving maneuvers in case of necessity.
Note that all components of y in (25) can be easily expressed
by those of the state vector x in (12). Therefore, the perfor-
mance matrices in (24) can be deduced as follows:

Ci =WiCyx, Di =WiDyu, Ei =WiEyw, i = 1, 2

where

Cyx =



0 vx 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0
vxTp−lp
vxTp

1
vxTp

0 0 0 0

θ1 θ2 0 0 θ3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


Dyu =

[
0 0 0 0 0 −λc

]>
Eyw =

[
0 −vx 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

]>
.

Now, the form of all performance matrices is defined, the
remaining task consists in parameterizing W1 and W2 to
achieve the predefined control goals for each local controller.

1) Automatic Lane Keeping Controller: This controller
aims to ensure the lane tracking performance. For that, the
controller assists the driver or fully takes care of the lane
keeping task. To achieve this objective, the matrix W1 is
parameterized to provide the best control performance in terms
of lane tracking. Especially, W1∆T = 0 in this case, thus the
authority sharing index (26) is not considered.

2) Combined Automation-Driver Controller: This allows
a shared control between the driver and the LKA system,
and a full control resumption of the driver. Note that in
many situations the driver may suddenly change the steering
action, e.g. perform a lane change maneuver to avoid an
undetected obstacle. These abrupt changes could generate
serious conflicts between two driving actors. These changes
could also saturate steering rate constraints which are limited
by the available steering actuators. In such a scenario, only
low level of assistance torque is required so that the driver
remains the master of the situation. Therefore, the weighting
matrix W2 is parameterized (by tuning the parameters W2∆T

and λc) to promote the driver’s action w.r.t. that of the LKA
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system. Then, the driver can have more control authority to
realize his/her intention and the LKA system assists him/her
to achieve the steering maneuver without causing conflicts.

B. Optimal-based Control Design
Hereafter, the design of two local controllers is presented.

To do that, we consider the following performance index:

Jα =

∫ ∞
0

zα(τ)>zα(τ)dτ =

∫ ∞
0

ξ(τ)>Qξ(τ)dτ (27)

with

ξ =

xu
w

 , Q =

Qα Sα Nα
S>α Rα Mα

N>α M>α Gα

 .
The weighting matrices of the performance index are given by

Qα = C>α Cα, Sα = C>αDα, Nα = C>α Eα

Rα = D>αDα, Mα = D>αEα, Gα = E>αEα.

Remark 3. With the expression of zα in (24), the performance
index Jα defined in (27) allows considering all possible
couplings between the variables x, u and w. Especially, the
coupling between the driver and the assistance torques, which
represents the conflict issue, can be directly managed by the
weighting matrix Sα.

Let us rewrite (22) in the following state-feedback form:

u = (α1K1 + α2K2)x = Kαx (28)

where Ta1 = K1x, Ta2 = K2x, and the parameter-dependent
feedback gain Kα will be designed such that the closed-loop
system (23) satisfies the performance specifications defined in
Section III-A. To this end, we design a controller of the form
(28) which minimizes the performance index Jα. Note that
this corresponds to the standard H∞ control problem. Assume
that there exists a Lyapunov function of the following form:

V(x) = x>Px, P > 0,

satisfying the Hamilton-Jacobi’s inequality

V̇(x) + z>α zα < γw>w − 2ζV(x) (29)

where γ and ζ are positive scalars. Since V(x) ≥ 0, integrating
both sides of (29) from 0 to ∞, it follows that∫ ∞

0

zα(τ)>zα(τ)dτ < V(0)−V(∞)+γ

∫ ∞
0

w(τ)>w(τ)dτ.

Then, the upper bound of the performance index is given by

Jα < x>0 Px0 + γη (30)

where x0 is the initial condition of (23), and the positive
scalar η represents the energy upper bound of the disturbance
w. Remark from (30) that for some given x0 and η, we can
minimize Jα by minimizing the scalar γ.

Using the control expression (28) and substituting the
closed-loop matrices (23) into (29), it follows that

Ξ = ẋ>Px+ x>Pẋ+ z>α zα − γw>w + 2ζV(x)

= He
(

[(A+BuKα)x+Bww]
>
Px+ ζx>Px

)
+ [(Cα +DαKα)x+ Eαw]

>
(∗)− γw>w < 0 (31)

Inequality (31) can be rewritten in the compact form

Ξ =

[
x
w

]>
Θ

[
x
w

]
< 0 (32)

Then, it is clear from (32) that (29) is verified if

Θ =

[
He(PA+ PBuKα + ζP ) PBw

B>wP −γI

]
(33)

+

[
C>α +K>αD

>
α

E>α

] [
Cα +DαKα Eα

]
< 0

By Schur complement lemma [26], condition (33) can be
proved to be equivalent toHe(PA+ PBuKα + ζP ) ∗ ∗

B>wP −γI ∗
Cα +DαKα Eα −I

 < 0 (34)

Let us define X = P−1. Pre- and post-multiplying (34) with
diag(X, I, I), followed by the variable change

Mα = KαX (35)

we can prove that (34) is equivalent toHe (AX +BuMα + ζX) ∗ ∗
B>w −γI ∗

CαX +DαMα Eα −I

 < 0 (36)

Note that inequality (36) is represented in the form of param-
eterized linear matrix inequality [40]:

2∑
i=1

2∑
j=1

αiαjΨij (37)

where the quantity Ψij is given by

Ψij =

He(AX +BuMj + ζX) ∗ ∗
B>w −γI ∗

CiX +DiMj Ei −I

 (38)

By the relaxation result in [40], it follows that condition (37)
is verified if

Ψii < 0, i ∈ {1, 2}
2Ψii + Ψij + Ψji < 0, i, j ∈ {1, 2} and i 6= j (39)

The results of the above theoretical developments can be
summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Given system (23) and a positive scalar ζ. The
control law (28) is stabilizing w.r.t. (23) while minimizing the
performance index (27) if there exist positive definite matrix
X , matrices M1, M2, and a positive scalar γ satisfying the
following convex optimization:

min
X,M1,M2

γ (40)

subject to the LMIs (39) with Ψij given in (38). Moreover, the
feedback gains can be computed from (35) as follows:

Ki = MiX
−1, i = 1, 2.

Remark 4. The design conditions presented in Theorem 1
are completely independent to the smooth transition signal σ
defined in (21). This interesting fact means that the control
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actions can be computed by switching arbitrarily between the
two controllers, without fear of causing closed-loop instability.

Remark 5. Theorem 1 provides a systematic method to design
two feedback gains for the ALK and the CAD controllers,
respectively. The design procedure is formulated as a convex
optimization problem (40) in function of decision variables P ,
M1, M2 and γ. Therefore, the feedback gains K1 and K2 can
be effectively computed with available numerical toolboxes,
for example YALMIP toolbox [41].

Remark 6. The parameter ζ, called decay rate, is related
to the time performance of system (23). A large value of
this tuning parameter leads to a fast closed-loop convergence
speed; however the corresponding controller could induce
some aggressive behaviors. Especially, this situation can get
worst if the disturbance is involved in the vehicle dynamics.

V. HARDWARE EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control
approach, the two-level cooperative control scheme described
in Section III is implemented on the SHERPA interactive
dynamic driving simulator and tested with human drivers. The
SHERPA simulator is in the form of a Peugeot 206 vehicle
fixed on a Stewart platform, the overall is positioned in front
of five flat panel displays providing a visual field of 240◦, see
Fig. 9-left. This simulator is equipped with a sensor providing
the measurements of the steering angle, the steering rate, and
the steering torque (Fig. 9-right). Its force-feedback steering
wheel can reproduce the self-aligning torque Ts provided by a
nonlinear vehicle dynamic model, and at the same time allows
the human driver to apply an additional torque for the steering
process. The available Continental driver monitoring system is
connected to a CAN bus and provides the measurements on
the driver drowsiness and distraction.

Fig. 9. SHERPA driving simulator (left), steering torque sensor (right).

A. Robustness Performance Analysis

1) Robustness w.r.t. Driver Parametric Uncertainty: Since
the variation of driver parameters has not been explicitly
considered for the control design in Section III, it is therefore
worth checking a posteriori the closed-loop stability of the
driver-vehicle system in the presence of such parametric
uncertainties. To do that, the well-known µ−analysis method
[42] is used to evaluate the stability margin. Note that similar
stability analysis has been reported in [8].

Denote Σ the nominal linear closed-loop system, and ∆
the uncertainty structure. The structural singularity value at
the frequency ω is defined as follows:

µ∆ (Σ(jω)) =

(
min

(
max σ̄ [∆(jω)] ,

det (I −∆Σ(jω)) = 0

))−1

where max σ̄ [∆ (jω)] is the maximum singularity of ∆(jω).
The stability margin w.r.t. ∆ affecting on Σ is guaranteed if

µ∆ (Σ (jω)) < 1, ∀ω.

Since computing the exact value of µ∆ is known as an
NP complex problem, its upper bound µ∆ max and lower
bound µ∆ min are usually used to evaluate the robustness
performance [42]. Indeed, 1/µ∆ max (respectively 1/µ∆ min)
allows for a pessimistic (respectively optimistic) evaluation of
the robustness margin. For the computation of µ∆ max and
µ∆ min, the driver parameters Tl, Ti, Tn, Ka, Kc, τa, Tp in
(6) and (11) are assumed constant but uncertain of the form

Tl = T̄l(1 + ϑTlδTl), Ti = T̄i(1 + ϑTiδTi)

Tn = T̄n(1 + ϑTnδTn), Tp = T̄p(1 + ϑTpδTp)

Ka = K̄a(1 + ϑKaδKa), Kc = K̄c(1 + ϑKcδKc)

τa = τ̄a(1 + ϑτaδτa),

where −1 ≤ δi ≤ 1, for i ∈ {Tl, Ti, Tn, Tp,Ka,Kc, τa}, rep-
resent the model parametric uncertainties; T̄l, T̄i, T̄n, T̄p, K̄a,
K̄c, τ̄a are nominal values; and ϑTl , ϑTi , ϑTn , ϑTp , ϑKa , ϑKc ,
ϑτa represent the possible variations around nominal values.
Here, the following parameter variations are considered:

ϑTl = 30%, ϑTi = 30%, ϑTn = 10%, ϑTp = 30%

ϑKc = 30%, ϑKa = 30%, ϑτa = 20%.

Note that the above parameter variations represent a wide
panel of driver population. Now, we compute µ∆ max and
µ∆ min over the frequency interval ω ∈

[
10−2, 102

]
(which

covers largely the operating ranges of both vehicle system
and human drivers) for two cases: (1) closed-loop system
obtained with the LKA controller, (2) closed-loop system
obtained with the CAD controller. The corresponding results
on µ−analysis are depicted in Fig. 10. From pessimistic
viewpoint, we observe that µ∆ max < 1 for both cases over
the considered frequency interval. The worst situation w.r.t.
the ALK (respectively CAD) controller corresponds to the
peak value of 0.69 (respectively 0.96) occurring in the vicinity
of the frequency at ω = 4 [rad/s] (respectively ω = 2.5
[rad/s]). This means that robust stability w.r.t. the above driver
parametric uncertainties is guaranteed for designed controllers.
From the optimistic robustness evaluation (see lower bounds
µ∆ min in Fig. 10), for both cases the robustness margins can
be doubled while still guaranteeing the closed-loop stability.
This means that from an optimistic viewpoint, the designed
controllers could be used for almost all driver populations.

The sensitivity study of the driver parameters is performed
using Matlab µ−analysis Toolbox. The corresponding results
given in Table III show a low sensitivity of the closed-loop
system w.r.t. the driver parameters. Indeed, the sensibility
SALK (respectively SCAD) of the parameters in the case
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Fig. 10. µ−analysis for robustness performance w.r.t. the parametric uncer-
tainty of the driver model.

of ALK (respectively CAD) controller does not exceed 10%
(respectively 22%). For example, SCAD,Tl = 22% means that
if the variation interval of Tl is increased of 100%, then the
system robustness is reduced 22% of its stability margin. Note
also that the CAD controller is more sensible to the driver
parameters than the ALK one since it is designed to work
jointly with driver without generating negative interferences.
Moreover, the sensibility analysis of each driver parameter
allows to determine its variation interval for which the closed-
loop stability is guaranteed with designed controllers, see
Table III. It is clear that these parameter intervals cover a
wide range of driving styles.

TABLE III
SENSITIVITY W.R.T. DRIVER UNCERTAIN PARAMETERS.

Parameter Nominal value Stability range SALK SCAD

Tl 1.57 [0.92− 2.62] 5% 22%
Ti 0.18 [0.06− 0.53] 4% 5%
Ka 15.70 [6.36− 28.62] 9% 13%
Kc 6.83 [1.725− 13.9] 5% 8%
Tn 0.11 [0.035− 0.13] 10% 11%
Tp 0.78 [0.37− 1.14] 8% 18%
τa 1.05 [0.28− 2.22] 1% 4%

2) Robustness w.r.t. Important Wind Force Disturbance:
For this test, the vehicle is on a straight road section at a
constant speed vx = 15 [m/s]. Assume also that the vehicle is
subject to a strong lateral wind force fw = 800 [N], occurring
from t = 30.5s to t = 34.5s, see Fig. 11-d. This wind force
generates a yaw moment disturbance directly impacting the
self-aligning torque Ts. The latter is a resistance torque which
can be felt by the driver through the steering column system.

Now, the robustness of each controller of the operational
part, i.e. the human driver, the ALK controller, and the CAD
controller, is separately examined via three following cases.

• Case 1 [Driver-automation shared control]. The CAD con-
troller is used to assist the driver for controlling the vehicle.
As clearly shown in Fig. 11-c, the driver only provides a
part of the required torque amount (about 50% of Ts) for
the driving task. Especially, the CAD controller and the
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Fig. 11. Experimental results on disturbance rejection: (a) steering torques in
manual control test (without assistance), (b) steering torques in full automatic
control test with the ALK controller, (c) steering torques in shared control
test with the CAD controller, (d) wind force disturbance.
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Fig. 12. Experimental results on disturbance rejection. Case 1: shared control
between human driver and CAD controller (solid line); Case 2: only ALK
controller (dash line); Case 3: manual control (dash-dot line).

driver cooperatively work to counteract the lateral wind force
disturbance, i.e. no conflict situation has been detected.
• Case 2 [ALK controller]. The vehicle is fully controlled by
the ALK controller without human intervention, see Fig. 11-b.
• Case 3 [Manual control]. The vehicle is manually controlled
by a human driver. As indicated in Fig. 11-a, the driver must
provide the same amount of torque as the self-aligning one to
reject the wind disturbance effect. There are no control actions
from both designed ALK and CAD controllers.

Fig. 12 shows the comparison of the vehicle responses ob-
tained with three above cases. Observe that the undesirable
effect of the wind disturbance is rejected for all three cases
since the corresponding lateral deviation error and heading
error remain small during the whole test, see Figs. 12-a, b.
Especially, in Case 2 the ALK controller offers the best control
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performance with smallest tracking errors. Fig. 12-c shows
that the ALK controller provides a faster closed-loop responses
compared to two other cases. Note also that for the considered
driving situation, the closed-loop behaviors in Cases 1 and 3
are quite similar. This test scenario confirms clearly the role
of each designed controller, namely the ALK controller is
specifically used for lane tracking and the CAD controller is
used for shared control purposes to assist human drivers.

B. Experimental Evaluation for Shared Control Quality

This test demonstrates the performance of the CAD con-
troller in terms of conflict management. To this end, the driver
performs a triple lane change at vx = 20 [m/s] to avoid
successively three obstacles that would not have been detected
by the vision system, see Fig. 13. The following steering
workload is used to evaluate the driver’s steering feeling:

Ws =

∫ ∆T

0

Td(τ)Ta(τ)δ̇d(τ)dτ (41)

From the viewpoint of energy consumption, the indicator Ws

can be interpreted as the steering energy provided by the
driver within a duration ∆T to perform a desirable steering
maneuver. For the case of manual control, only the driver
torque Td and the steering rate δ̇d are used to compute
Ws. The product TaTd involved in (41) aims to take into
account the conflict situations between the human driver and
the LKA system in the computation of Ws. If the driver
voluntarily steers the wheel, s/he effectively performs some
positive steering work W+

s . However, if the driver operates
the steering wheel against unnatural fluctuations of the vehicle
or the resistance of the LKA system in case of conflict,
unnecessary negative steering work W−s will be performed.
Hence, the positive and negative interference levels (W+

s and
W−s ) can be used to assess driver’s steering feel [43]. Let
us define also the following satisfaction criterion Wd as the
ratio of the lateral displacement to avoid the obstacles over
the driver’s effort:

Wd =

∫∆T

0
yL(τ)dτ∫∆T

0
Td(τ)2dτ

.
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Fig. 13. Triple lane change maneuver with three different control cases.

Fig. 14 depicts the comparison of the steering workload Ws

and the satisfaction criterion Wd corresponding to the triple
lane change maneuver of three following cases:
• Case 4: Shared control between driver and CAD controller,
• Case 5: Shared control between driver and ALK controller,
• Case 6: Manual steering control.
Observe that the amounts of both W+

s and W−s in Case 5
are much larger than those in Case 6. This means that a huge
conflict between the driver and the LKA system has occurred
in Case 5. In other words, the steerability of the vehicle
becomes difficult in this case since the ALK controller does
not aim for shared control purposes. However, the workload
amounts in Case 4 are significantly reduced compared to those
in Case 6. This means that the CAD controller allows for
a good level of comfort for shared lateral control with a
better driver’s steering feeling. Fig. 14 shows also that the
satisfaction index Wd obtained in Case 4 is greatly improved
compared to that in Case 6, which is in contrary to Case 5.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of Ws and Wd between different control strategies
corresponding to the experimental results presented in Fig. 13.

C. Validation of the Two-Level Cooperative Control Strategy

To point out the validity of the designed control supervisor
and both optimal-based ALK and CAD controllers, we distin-
guish the two following cases with complex driving scenarios.

1) Experimental Driving Scenario with DSM = 0: For
this experiment, the vehicle is on a straight road section at
a fixed speed vx = 15 [m/s] and the driver is first asked to
watch attentively the road, i.e. the driver monitoring diagnosis
remains OK as indicated in Fig. 15-a. He initially performs
a zigzag driving pattern without exceeding the angle limit
θlim (between t = 10s and t = 60s), then beyond this limit
(between t = 60s and t = 105s), see Fig. 15-e. Observe from
Fig. 15-f that the driver and assistance torques always have
the same sign during the first driving period from t = 10s to
t = 60s. This means that the CAD controller assists the driver
to achieve his desired steering maneuver when θnear ≤ θlim,
i.e. there is no lane departure risk. However, in the case of
risk (from t = 60s to t = 105s), the ALK controller is
activated by the proposed shared control strategy (see Fig.
15-c) to provide a haptic information (i.e. opposite torque) to
the driver as shown in Fig. 15-f.

At t = 97s, the driver desires to perform a lane change
maneuver, see Fig. 15-b. During this maneuver, the driver and
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Fig. 15. Experimental validation of the two-level cooperative steering control
strategy: Driver state is OK.

assistance torques are in opposite sign (Fig. 15-f) until the
conflict has been detected by the control supervisor, i.e. the
conflict indicator I = TdTa reaches its predefined threshold
λ = −2. Then, the CAD controller is reactivated (i.e. σ tends
again to 1) to allow the driver realizing easily his desired
maneuver. Remark that I > λ whenever the driver is fully
aware of his driving task (DSM = 0), see Fig. 15-f.

2) Experimental Driving Scenario with DSM 6= 0: This
scenario also requires the driver to perform a zigzag driving
pattern. However, he must purposely look at the side of the
road (from t = 105s to t = 122s and from t = 135s to
t = 151s) to simulate a driver’s distraction, see Fig. 16-
a. As indicated in Fig. 16-b, the control transition signal σ
tends exponentially to 0 with a converging time τσ = 0.8s
whenever the off-road duration T > 3s. Thus, the driver state
variable DSM tends to 1 and the vehicle control authority
is fully given to the LKA system. In such a situation, the
driver-automation conflict is detected since the signs of their
corresponding torques Td and Ta are always opposite, see Fig.
16-d. Note also from Fig. 16-c that θnear ≤ θlim for the whole
test. This means that the proposed shared steering controller
can prevent run-off-road accidents.

Remark that during the period of driver’s distraction, the
value of I can largely exceed the threshold defined by the
maximum allowable level of negative interference. Moreover,
in this case the ALK controller will be activated to effectively
assist the distracted driver to maintain the vehicle on the lane.
This confirms the design objectives of the smooth control
authority transition signal defined in (20)-(21).

D. Shared Steering Control in Real-world Driving Conditions

This driving scenario aims to show the effectiveness of
the proposed shared control method regarding its capacity to
manage the control authority between the human driver and the
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Fig. 16. Experimental validation of the two-level cooperative steering control
strategy: Driver state is not OK.

automation system in real-world driving situations. The test
has been done with a driver driving the SHERPA simulator
on the Satory test track, see Fig. 17-a. Fig. 17-b shows the
corresponding vehicle speed which is variable and managed
by the driver during the whole test. The driving scenario can be
decomposed in three phases according to the driver’s behaviors
during the test
• Phase 1: Shared driving control with an attentive driver,
• Phase 2: Driving with a distracted driver,
• Phase 3: Automatic driving in absence of driver’s hands on
the steering wheel and driver’s control resumption.
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Fig. 17. Experimental results obtained with real-world Satory test track.

During Phase 1 (t < 50s which corresponds to the first four
curves C1, C2, C3 and C4 shown in Fig. 4), the driver and the
LKA system jointly perform the lane keeping task. Observe
in Fig. 17-c that the driver shares the vehicle control with
the CAD controller while taking the bends C1, C2 and C4.
For the third bend C3, the driver (intentionally) provides an
insufficient steering torque for the driving task, thus the ALK
controller is activated to avoid the lane departure as indicated
in Fig. 17-d. Indeed, we can see in Fig. 18-a that the authority
transition signal σ tends to 0 when θnear > θlim (i.e. the risk
of lane departure is detected).
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Phase 2 corresponds to the lane keeping on the road section
covering the curves from C5 to C9. From t = 55s to t = 75s,
the driver simulates a driver’s distraction while taking curve
C6 by turning his head outside the driving visual field while
applying some torque to the steering wheel. In this situation,
the variable DSM indicates a problem of driver’s vigilance
(see Fig. 17-d). Hence, the control authority of the LKA
system is given to the ALK controller which provides an
appropriate steering torque in the opposite sign of the driver’s
one to prevent the lane departure. After the period of driver’s
distraction, DSM tends to 0 and the driver jointly controls
the vehicle with the CAD controller.

During Phase 3, the driver releases both hands from the
steering wheel just before taking curve C11 (from t = 105s
to t = 120s), in this period the LKA system solely controls
the vehicle via the ALK controller, see Fig. 17-c. After the
autonomous curve taking, the driver resumes the driving task
and the LKA system smoothly gives him the control authority
since σ tends again to 1, see Fig. 17-d. Note that a good control
performance in terms of lane keeping and lateral acceleration
is obtained during Phase 3 as indicated in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 18. Vehicle response w.r.t. the results shown in Fig. 17.

E. User Test Experiment

We present here some preliminary results of driver’s ac-
ceptability obtained with the proposed shared control method
via a user test. The goal is to assess potential benefits of
the studied LKA system and how drivers would perceive
the shared control method. To this end, the lane keeping
performance is compared between manual driving as a baseline
and driving with the developed LKA system under two driver
attention conditions as detailed later.

This user test has been conducted with 7 drivers (5 males, 2
females with an average age of 33 years and an average annual
mileage of 13 500 [km]) on a traffic-free 4.5 [km] two lanes
one way track with various curves, see Fig. 19-left. The drivers
must drive on the right lane with a fixed speed of 70 [km/h] to
easily compare the steering behavior among the participants
by avoiding inter-individual differences in the choice of speed
[13]. The study has been unfolded in two runs. For the first

run, the participants must drive without any assistance (manual
driving) whereas the studied LKA system has been activated to
assist the drivers for the second run (shared control). Each run
has been divided in two phases: the drivers are attentive during
the first phase and they are distracted in the second one. In this
study, the driver’s distraction has been induced by a secondary
task (ST) which consists in reading and writing a short text
message on a 10" tablet while driving, see Fig. 19-right. For
each phase, the lane keeping performance is evaluated and the
drivers report their subjective evaluations after each run.

Here, the lane keeping performance is evaluated by two
well-known indicators. The first one is the standard deviation
of the lateral position (STDLP) which is related to visual
distraction and cognitive workload [44]. A decrease of the
STDLP indicates an improved driving performance. The sec-
ond indicator is the root mean square error (RMSE) [45]
which is computed as the root mean square of the lateral error.
For subjective evaluation, all participants should evaluate the
driving according to their feeling of comfort, safety, control
and workload; and report it on a scale from 0 (Worst) to 100
(Best). Then, a Wilcoxon rank sum test is performed on the
collected data to assess the significance of the results.

Fig. 19. The variable road sign inviting the driver to write the text message
(left); the driver performing the secondary task (right).

Since one driver did not perform the secondary task, there-
fore his related data are excluded and only those of six other
participants are used for the following analysis. The lane
keeping performance results are reported on Fig. 20. On each
whiskers box, the central mark is the median, the edges of the
box are the 25th and 75th percentiles.
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Fig. 20. Lane keeping performance: STDLP and RMSE.

Observe in Fig. 20 that in the first phase with attentive
drivers (i.e. No ST condition), all indicators are similar for
both manual and shared controls and the Wilcoxon rank sum
test shows no significant difference. This means that when the
drivers are attentive, the LKA system does not affect their driv-
ing behaviors. However, in the second phase with distracted
drivers (i.e. ST condition), the performance indicators show a
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clear improvement in the case of shared control. Indeed, the
STDLP decreases significantly, with p-value = 0.033 for the
Wilcoxon rank sum test, which means that there is less lateral
position variability. Additionally, the RMSE shows that the
LKA system assists drivers to stay closer to the lane center
than the case of manual control (with p-value = 0.021).

Fig. 21 reports the subjective evaluation of driving according
to the driver’s feeling. Observe in Fig. 21-a that for both cases
(manual and shared driving), when the drivers are attentive,
their feeling of comfort, safety, control and workload is quite
similar. On the contrary, during the secondary task phase (see
Fig. 21-b), the participants’ rating for the manual control
dramatically decreases. The subjective results are improved in
the case of shared control for all four considered criteria. The
Wilcoxon rank sum test shows significant differences for three
criteria: safety (p-value = 0.004), control (p-value = 0.047)
and workload (p-value = 0.033). Moreover, all considered
participants greatly appreciate the assistance provided by the
LKA system, i.e. they fully have the authority to control the
vehicle when they desire to drive, and they are smoothly
assisted by the LKA system otherwise.
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100
(a) Without secondary task

 

 

Manual driving
Shared control

Comfort Safety Control Workload
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80
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Shared control

Fig. 21. Subjective assessment of the driving: driving without secondary task
(left); driving while engaged in the secondary part (right).

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed a new cooperative control approach that
can successfully share the driving control authority between
human drivers and the LKA system. This control approach
consists of a control supervisor (in the tactical level) and two
local controllers with different driving objectives (in the oper-
ational level). The supervisor is in charge of decision making
to manage the control authority between two driving actors
according to the driver monitoring and the risk assessment.
Both local controllers are designed by taking into account the
knowledge of human behaviors. The outputs of these optimal-
based controllers are weighted by a smooth authority transition
signal given by the supervisor so that an appropriate assistance
action can be computed for each specific driving situation.
Using Lyapunov stability argument in LMI control framework,
the closed-loop properties of the whole driver-vehicle system
can be guaranteed.

Extensive experimental results obtained with human drivers
and the SHERPA driving simulator have strongly demonstrated
the effectiveness of the proposed shared control method. For
future works, an explicit consideration of the vehicle speed
variation in the control design is first investigated to improve

further the robustness margins of the proposed shared control
scheme. Then, a more realistic vehicle model taking into
account the tire-road interaction through longitudinal and
lateral wheel slip will be considered for the control design to
deal with more aggressive maneuvers than the normal driving
in highway conditions. Furthermore, despite promising results
of the preliminary acceptability study, user test experiments
will be explored more thoroughly in a wider experimental
setup with the road test conditions.
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